APPENDIX B
portraits of william the silent
the portraits of the Prince, both paintings and engravings, are
very numerous ; but, with few exceptions, they are copies not takon
from life ; indeed, many of them are copies taken from copies of n
single original which has disappeared. The earliest in date is tlio
fine picture in the gallery at Cassel, representing the Princo at fclio
age of twenty-five in a suit of rich armour, his hand on his helmet.
From the inscription giving his titles it is believed that this
portrait was painted about the year 1558, and probably by William
Key. An early copy of this was made in 1581 for the Landgrave of
Hesse, and perhaps the original was burnt at Dillenburg in 176'0.
A copy of the Cassel portrait was recently presented by the Emperor
William II. to the Queen of the Netherlands, and is now in tlio
palace at the Hague. This most interesting portrait is the only
authentic record of the early manhood of William. It is nobly
impressive and convincing, and bears every mark of profound
intellect and indomitable character.
The portrait at the Hague with the inscription—Antonio Moro,
1561—is doubtful, and it is disputed if it represents the Prince at
all; but eminent critics (perhaps rightly) believe it to bo an
authentic portrait, but with the features somewhat altered by an
injudicious restoration. Another portrait, now in the Prinsenhof
at Delft, is perhaps a copy of Pourbus, and may date about live
years later. _The Prince is then becoming bald, and the look of
stern resolution and intense anxiety is deepening upon his whole
aspect.
In his later life, almost all the extant paintings are by Miereveld,
or are copies and duplicates of Miereveld's portraits. Mierovold
was only seventeen years old when William was assassinated, and
the fine paintings by his hand could not have been taken from
life. In one of the best, that in the Royal Museum at Amsterdam,
Miereveld's inscription states that the face is copied from Cornelia
de Visscher. We know aliunde that Visscher of Gouda did paint
fhe Prince's portrait ad vivum; but it is not known what ia

